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In our third bulletin on LGPS accounting for
Universities we provide a flash update on
likely outcomes at 31 July 2020 together with a
checklist to aid quality discussions with audit
committees, auditors and LGPS Funds.
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Our previous bulletins
can be found here

Key points
There is now a significant
gap between how LGPS
funds a are run from a
funding perspective and
how the schemes are
accounted for.

•

Post 92 Universities might be experiencing FRS102 funding levels
approaching 50% or less – this compares to reported LGPS funding
levels at 31 March 2019 which showed an average of 98% funding
across the LGPS schemes

•

The difference can be broadly explained by the level of reliance
on future asset returns assumed by most LGPS funds for funding
purposes and market changes since 31 March 2019

•

Universities might want to understand the level of long-term risk
within their LGPS funds and the options for managing it

•

There is likely to be a wider range of acceptable assumptions at 31 July
2020 which could lead to swings of +/-10% in liability calculations

We have updated our model Post 92 university reflecting market conditions
at 31 July 2020. Our model Post 92 LGPS scheme has experienced a
20 - 25% increase in liabilities over the year and displays a funding position
of around 50%.
LGPS – expected change over the year to 31 July 2020
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We provide below a check-list designed to aid quality discussion around
the audit process (and risk more generally)

Audit Committee
Checklist for
July 2020
Auditor focus on FRS102
pension disclosures is
likely to be as high as ever
- driven by its significance,
inherent risks and
increased FRC attention.
Good planning, a desire
from management
teams to get to grips
and understand the
issues as well as quality
documentation will be key

Area

Action

Assumptions

There are a range of approaches to setting accounting
assumptions which can have a material impact on outcomes
Confirm no changes to method or approach to setting
assumptions relative to 31 July 2020. If there are changes
document rationale for change and discuss with auditor
Are management satisfied that assumptions are not displaying
systemic ‘management bias’?
Is approach to setting CPI inflation assumption (noting
there are a wide range of approaches) documented and
implications for the future disclosures understood?

McCloud

As clarity around the McCloud puzzle emerges further
recognition may be required
Was recognition made through 2018 / 19?
If not, then why?
Is McCloud recognition method understood (including
cohorts of members in scope) and clearly documented for
future discussions?
Was recognition bespoke to the university or extrapolation
from a more ‘general’ impact? (could indicate large
experience item expected)
Have new ‘facts’ or statements been made that create further
obligations relative to any recognition approach in 2019 / 20
(could trigger further recognition if material)?
Is further ‘material’ recognition beyond 2019 / 20 likely?

GMP
Equalisation

As per McCloud

LGPS Fund
Asset
Valuation

31 July 2020 is not a standard reporting date for LGPS.
Consequently, LGPS funds will make small approximations
over a long period / large approximations over a short period
– these approximations can have a material impact on
disclosures
Have asset returns to 31 July 2020 been approximated?
What further approximations have been made relative to a
fully audited asset statement? (e.g. measurement of unquoted
assets and treatment of contributions / benefit payments)
Is university comfortable that LGPS processes are robust
enough to guarantee full recognition of contributions is being
given within asset share?

Status

Audit Committee
Checklist for
July 2020

Area

Action

Data

Quality of membership data is key to ensuring liabilities are
being assessed accurately
Do membership numbers valued tally to in-house
university records?
Is University satisfied that LGPS controls around data records
are of sufficient standard?

Special
Events

E.g. Ill-health retirements, enhanced benefits, redundancy
benefits, restructuring
Have any constructive obligations been established during
year and have these been discussed with auditor? (note
constructive obligation is created when agreement /
expectation is made, not when benefit is settled)

Experience
gain / loss

Many LGPSs will true up 31 March 2016 valuation to 31 March
2019 experience which could lead to large experience gains
Has there been a material experience gain in assets due to
true up of approximations to full calculation at 31 March 2019
and if so has this experience gain been satisfactorily explained
within the actuaries risk control framework
Has there been a material experience gain / loss in liability due
to true up of approximations to full calculation at 31 March
2020 and if so has this experience gain been satisfactorily
explained within the actuaries risk control framework

Covid-19

Covid-19 has a significant impact on both universities and
LGPSs
Have any Furloughed staff been adequately reflected within
the disclosures
Is the LGPS scheme’s performance above / below
peer group?

Banking
covenants

Pension schemes are often carved out of banking covenants,
but not always. Lenders may start asking more questions
around pension obligations given sector exposure and action
by USS to Debt monitor
Have any banking covenants been breached as a result of the
LGPS FRS102 outcome?
Is university adequately prepared for a conversation with
Lenders around pension obligations

Results vs.
funding
outcome

There is now a widening gap between FRS102 funding levels
and LGPS funding positions

Can the difference between FRS102 outcome and FRS102
position be explained?
What is the likelihood that the FRS102 position could
crystallise to cash and what would the impact on the
university be from this?

Status
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Contact
If you are interested in establishing
a small retainer arrangement to
support with the process then
please contact:

David Spreckley
Director
Tel: +44 7775 514 170
david.spreckley@isio.com
Emma Patterson
Senior Manager
Tel: +44 7468 710 108
emma.patterson@isio.com

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended
to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although
we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no
guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received
or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on
such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough
examination of the particular situation. August 2020
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